Virtual Conferences Introduction

Bringing the science to you
Covid-19 has created one of the most challenging environments for healthcare,
business and research in living memory. The need for collaboration, learning,
growth (and for many just something to do!) has never been greater.
Global Engage has taken up the challenge and have tested numerous virtual
systems to find one that will provide you with as close to a live conference
experience as possible. We’re doing our best to ensure our little comer of the
world carries on regardless.
Now, in a completely virtual form, our spring/summer conferences will be a way
we can all unite at this extraordinary time. This way we continue to learn, find new
partnerships and inspire without ever leaving our desks.
We are in the process of building the actual environment you well see on the day,
but check out what is in store here. We have our full programme of industry
leaders speaking as planned, live interactive Q&A and polls, messaging and
meeting service for “face-to-face”, virtual networking, exhibition and much more.

Features
EVENT HALL. Like a physical event this is where the exhibition stands and
meeting rooms are located
VIRTUAL AUDITORIUM. Take your seat ready to watch and participate in a
seminar or plenary session. Ask questions of the presenters, takes notes etc
INTERACTIVE WORKSHOPS. A presentation on the web…..live chat with other
delegates, Ask questions, grab content, contribute to a live poll etc etc
VIRTUAL BOOTH. Also known as a stand or a stall… these work just like a
regular event where you meet staff and chat to them as well as walk away with
brochures, watch demo videos and much more
NETWORKING AREA. Meet everyone else in the event and chat with them,
swap business cards and participate in topical discussions
VIRTUAL POSTER SESSIONS. Posters will be loaded into a resource area and
you can DM the presenters to dive deeper into their work
FORMAL NETWORKING AND INFORMAL CHAT. Schedule 121 meetings on
video chat, view attendee profiles and message them directly, or bump into
people in the networking area.

Exhibition
Your booth will be set up with the help of the platform team.
You can customise it yourself in many different ways as well.
FUNCTIONALITY
✓ Advanced moderated live chat functionality (1-1 & group)
✓ Downloads and links for users to access
✓ Meeting appointment system with video chat function
✓ Audio room ideal for live podcasts
✓ Who is at my booth? real time visual booth attendance
manifest
✓ Discussion wall
✓ Social media integration Facebook, LinkedIn & Twitter
✓ Users have an ‘Event Bag’ to collect the content at each of
the booths
✓ Contact Us facility if the booth is unattended
✓ Video/showreel
✓ Live stream presentations into the booth
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Full presentation agenda as intended –
plus watch back on demand for 1 month
The viewers of your event presentations have the ability to
completely customise their viewing interface with our unique
set of widgets.
Each presentation page can also be individually branded to
support a specific session. Presenters can also have
accompanying slides just like a live event
✓ Full PowerPoint functionality with embedded video and
animations.
✓ Pass the mic
✓ Audience Polls
✓ Downloads
✓ Live Chat
✓ Private Q&A
✓ Twitter Feed
✓ Live ‘Who is Here’
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More questions about conversion to virtual?
Sponsors speak to your account manager gavin@globalengage.co.uk
Speakers contact mike@globalengage.co.uk
Attendees contact info@globalengage.co.uk

www.global-engage.com/event/microbiota/

